
MANCHESTER 17 MCC LTD.  DEAD EASY TRIAL, HEATON HOUSE FARM, 
RUSHTON SPENCER, MONDAY 7 MAY 2012  
 
REPORT : Roger Townsend 
 
A good entry of eighty eight riders turned out on Bank Holiday Monday to support 
Manchester 17 MCC’s latest Dead Easy trial at Heaton House farm, situated between 
Leek and Macclesfield. 
This venue is normally used for the Charity Trial in August but it was decided to use 
it for one of the usual Dead Easys as the land has been developed for a variety of 
sporting pursuits, not least off road four by fouring which provided plenty of scope 
for an easy trial to be laid out. 
In keeping with the weather of late, a cool, dull day greeted the entrants, with an ever 
present threat of rain. The forecast was not good but although there was a little light 
rain, the expected torrents never materialised fortunately. 
The first few sections in the trial didn’t cause too many problems, being mainly turns 
and climbs in and out of trees, with the odd mud hole to contend with. However, as 
the trial progressed, marks began to be shed, particularly at section eight, a downhill 
ride over roots, with some very tight turns, and the following section, number nine, 
which started with a steep climb up a bank, turn and drop, followed by a sharp turning 
exit over a few rocks. 
The final section was a good old fashioned bog, which had to be traversed twice on 
the Harder route before exiting through more gloop and up the bank.  
The man with the biggest grin all day was Dot rider Colin Frey who had only got 
home at 11 30 the previous night from competing in his first ever Pre 65 Scottish. He 
had thoroughly enjoyed the experience and what dedication to turn out again so soon 
after landing home.  
As to the results, there were only two clean rides all day on the Harder Route. Over 40 
rider Bob Gregory and Twin Shock exponent Robert Mycock kept their feet firmly on 
the pegs, not an easy feat given the conditions on the day. 
On the Easy Route, a rarity, not one clean ride. The best on this route was Youth C 
rider Phoebe Hallam. And what a ride! Young Phoebe cast away just a stray dab on 
the penultimate section on the last lap .She was closely followed by another Youth, 
this time Youth B rider Alex Coombes who lost three marks, all on the last section. 
Experience then counted with Over 40 rider Roger Bown on five marks lost. 
A new class was introduced for the first time for the Oset electric bikes. Run over 
separate sections suited to their needs, four bikes turned out, the winner of the 
“whispering minis” being Cody Beech, losing 28 marks (or should that be amps!) 
Huge thanks to those who observed, sadly there were not too many of you. This is a 
problem for the Organisers because if volunteers do not come forward we cannot just 
conjure them up and there is then no option but for riders to observe one another. 
 
RESULTS 
 
HARD ROUTE 
 
Over 40 : Bob Gregory (Beta) clean, Jim Berry (Gas Gas) 2 
T/S : Robert Mycock (Bultaco) clean, Colin Pickering (Montesa) 9 
Inter : Edaward Wain ( Montesa) one mark lost 
Novice : Richard Palfreyman (Beta) 5, Michelle Naufahu (Beta) 20 



Youth B : Callum Cocker (Gas Gas) 15, Stephen Hayland (Sherco) 19 
Youth C : Mitchell Brightmore (Gas Gas) 52, Harry Lyons (Beta) 76 
 
EASY ROUTE 
 
Over 40 : Roger Bown (Gas Gas) 5, Dave Hibbert (Honda) 16 
Novice : Andy Heywood (Gas Gas) 17, Darren Earnshaw (Scorpa) 23 
Youth B : Alex Coombes (Gas Gas) 3, Jack Salom (Gas Gas) 6 
Youth C : Phoebe Hallam ( Beta) one mark lost, Sam Wilson (Beta) 20 
 
Oset : Cody Beech 28 
 
 


